
The language of advantages and disadvantages

Typical questions

1. Easy

● What do you think are the main advantages and disadvantages of this development?

● Discuss the advantages and disadvantages and give your opinion.

2. Medium

● Do the advantages outweigh the disadvantages?

3. More difficult

● In what ways has this affected [people’s lives]? Is this a positive or negative

development?

Typical Structures

1. Easy 2. Medium 3. More difficult?

What do you think are the main

advantages and disadvantages

of this development?

or

Discuss the advantages and

disadvantages and give your

opinion.

Do the advantages outweigh the

disadvantages?

In what ways has this affected

[people’s lives]?

Is this a positive or a negative

development?

Intro (+ opinion) Intro (+ opinion) Intro (+ opinion)

Advantages Advantages Positive effects

Disadvantages Disadvantages Negative effects

Conclusion (+ opinion) Conclusion Conclusion
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Ways of expressing advantages:

These [devices] bring a number of benefits.

[Being culturally aware] is of great benefit.

The [financial] gain to any nation exceeds all other benefits.

The main benefit, in my opinion, is that they [help people relax].

An argument in favour of [online learning] is that it is [accessible to everyone].

The most powerful argument in favour of [mobile phones] is that [they can be used to call for help in

the most inaccessible places].

A positive aspect of [online learning] is [the fact] that it is [so convenient].

Another positive side to [online learning] is that there is more variety to choose from.

One positive impact of [Covid] has been [the development of online learning].

[These devices] enable people to learn while they are doing other things such as driving or walking.

[Laptops] are ideal because they allow people to do things where they want to.

[Social media] allows people greater freedom of expression.

[Visiting other countries] gives people a chance to experience cultures first hand.

[Cultural exchanges] offer enormous opportunities to the nations involved.

[Tourism] provides [jobs for local people]/makes [homes unaffordable for local people]/causes [serious

issues for local people].

[Tourism spending] boosts the local economy/damages local wildlife habitats.

[Tourism] brings [improvements in infrastructure and facilities/pollution from large ships].

[Tourism] helps [maintain local traditions].

[Tourism] benefits [local communities].

Adjectives:

[Mobile phones are] advantageous, beneficial, useful, invaluable, helpful, convenient.
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Ways of expressing disadvantages:

The main drawback of [urbanisation] is, in my opinion, quite obvious.

There are several drawbacks to [being contactable 24/7].

An argument against [online learning] is that [it is difficult to stay motivated].

A negative aspect of [online learning] is that [it can be lonely].

Another negative side to [online learning] is that [there is often no teacher support].

A possible negative development of [urbanisation] is that [society may become more selfish].

The negative impact of [urbanisation] on [society] cannot be ignored.

By far the most common criticism of [mobile phones] is the fact that [we are now expected to

be available 24/7].

[Not knowing a foreign language] has its drawbacks.

[Not having access to the internet] is a serious handicap.

[People talking loudly on the phone] is a nuisance.

[Portable devices] make people more [isolated].

If people take time to find out about the country they are travelling to, they will face fewer problems.

Some people find it difficult to [concentrate when they are in a noisy environment].

Adjectives:

[Mobile phones are] disadvantageous, detrimental, difficult, inconvenient, worthless, useless.

Verb patterns [also related to cause and effect expressions]

Make [something/someone] + adjective

It makes [life] more/less [enjoyable].

It makes [entertainment] more/less [accessible].

It makes [people] more [isolated]/less [sociable].

[International arts festivals] encourage [cooperation and understanding].

[International arts festivals] encourage people to [learn about other cultures].

[Lending artworks to other countries] improves [our knowledge of other cultures].

[Films and concerts] enhance [the quality of people’s lives].

[Personal connections] can benefit [travellers when they are out of their own country].

[Ignorance of other people’s traditions] can handicap [business partnerships].
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[This] can prevent countries from [falling out with each other].

It helps people (to) communicate.

It allows/enables people to work wherever they want to.

It reduces/increases [communication channels].

Language to describe effects [also related to problem/solution expressions]

To improve, enhance, make [the situation] [better, easier]

To exacerbate, make [mental health problems] worse

To prevent, cure or ameliorate [diabetes]

To affect, impact, influence [the future of the planet]

To have a positive/negative influence/effect/impact ON [international relations]

To disadvantage [children from poor backgrounds]
To benefit [those who can afford it]
To put [older] people at a disadvantage, give [young] people an (unfair) advantage

To change, alter, transform, shape [the landscape]

To create, produce, ease [tension]

To increase, boost, reduce [sales], develop [the economy]

To bring [peace, harmony, change], provide [jobs]

It leads to, results in, ends in, brings about, gives rise to [a better quality of life]

It is responsible for/has an effect on/has a role to play in/triggers [anxiety]

[Having a school uniform] ensures that [all children are treated equally].

NB you cannot deteriorate something. You can only say that something deteriorated (by itself) e.g.*The

situation deteriorated.
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Use of noun/ing forms at the beginning of the sentence

Having [access to information on the internet] makes life [much easier].

The availability of [knowledge in electronic form] results in [shorter attention spans].

Tenses to describe the possible results:

Your choice of tense will depend on the question. Look at example 1, then choose a possible

tense for the examples 2-5 [any tense is possible].

1. The sharing of technology between different companies

● resulted in (Past Simple - focus on past result)

● has resulted in (Present Perfect - focus on present result)

● will result in (Future - certainty)

● may/might/could result in (Future - likelihood)

● is likely to result in (Future prediction)

● should result in (recommendation/expectation)

● would result in (Conditional, dependent on ‘if’ clause)

….considerable cost savings.

2. Investment in science [lead to] many discoveries.

3. The choice of location of new companies [have an impact on] unemployment rates.

4. The establishment of new industries such as software companies [transform] the

economy for the better.

5. It has been suggested that the internet [alter] the way users think.
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Conclusion and Concession

● To sum up, I feel that although there are some clear drawbacks to [mobile phones]...the plus

points certainly offset/eclipse/compensate for/make up for the downsides.

● To conclude, although [technology] has had both desirable and negative effects, I believe that it

has the potential to bring about overwhelmingly positive change.
● To sum up, while there are some obvious drawbacks to [using email], this fast and user-friendly

technology has greatly improved our ability to communicate both professionally and socially.

NB Danger word: ‘outweigh’ - there are not many synonyms for this and many candidates write

*over-weigh* or *out-weight*, both of which are WRONG.

Collocations with advantage(s)

● considerable, enormous, great, huge, overwhelming

● clear, definite, distinct, material, obvious, real Breastfeeding offers a clear advantage to your

baby.

● key, main, major, important, significant

● unfair The company has an unfair advantage over its competitors.

● added, additional These computers have the added advantage of being cheap.

● special | potential | mutual The plan would be to our mutual advantage.

● natural The natural advantages of countries with low labour costs

economic, educational, financial, commercial, personal, political, practical, psychological, social,

technological

Collocations with disadvantage(s)

● considerable, distinct, grave, great, main, major, obvious, real, serious Lack of qualifications is

an obvious disadvantage.

● minor, slight

● added, additional, further | long-term | competitive These requirements will have to be

standardized if some banks are not to suffer a competitive disadvantage.

● economic, educational, financial, racial, social the problems of racism, racial disadvantage and

poverty
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Some question samples

1. Mobile phones have brought many benefits, but they have also had negative effects.

Do the disadvantages of having mobile phones outweigh the advantages?

2. Some experts believe that it is better for children to begin learning a foreign language at primary school
rather than secondary school.

Do the advantages of this outweigh the disadvantages?

3. In the past, there were strict guidelines about how people should dress for work, but in recent times dress
codes seem to have been relaxed.

Is this a positive or negative development?

4. Nowadays the way modern society is developing is being shaped by people’s migration to large cities.

In what ways is migration to large cities affecting society? Is this a positive or negative development?

5. Some parents buy their children a large number of toys to play with.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of giving children a large number of toys?

6. Some people believe that technological tools such as body scanners and CCTV have significantly enhanced
our safety and security, while others feel that they have resulted in a loss of privacy.

Do the benefits of these items outweigh their disadvantages?

7. Advances in technology have meant that machines are increasingly used to do jobs that were previously
done by humans. The benefits far outweigh the disadvantages.

To what extent do you agree or disagree?

8. Email has had a huge impact on professional and social communication, but this impact has been negative
as well as positive.

Do the disadvantages of using email outweigh the advantages?

9. Tourism has increased so much over the last 50 years that it is having a mainly negative impact
on local inhabitants and the environment. However, others claim that it is good for the economy.

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of tourism and give your own opinion.

10. In some countries young people are encouraged to work or travel for a year between finishing high school
and starting university studies.

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages for young people who decide to do this.
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